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NoXygen® F650
Degasser for systems down to negative temperatures

INSTALLATION, OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

Degasser

EFFECTIVE DEGASSING
DOWN TO -10 °C
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Upon delivery
Instructions: Immediately after reception, check that
the delivery is complete and that nothing is damaged.
Report any transport damage immediately. 

A. Main line (return)

B. Supply with shut off valve 

C. Treatment chamber

D. Return with shut off valve
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General safety instructions 

■  TTM NoXygen® F650 has been developed for stationary 
operation – in other words not for mobile operation. The 
warranty
period applies only for a maximum of 10,000 degassing 
intervals per year.

Installation must be carried out according to national regula-
tions. Installation must be carried out by professional, special-
ly trained personnel. Information about the manufacturer, year 

of manufacture, manufacturing number and technical data 
can be read from the data plate on TTM NoXygen® F650.
Take measures to control the temperature and pressure in the 
facility so that the stated permitted maximum and minimum 
operational parameters are maintained. TTM NoXygen® F650 
may only be used in systems containing toxin-free water.

Before maintenance work, the plug 
must be removed or work switch turned 
off.

IMPORTANT!
Systems where expansion vessels and pre-charged expansion vessels are used 
When operating TTM NoXygen® F650, there must be a free expansion volume of 6 litres in the system. If 
this is lacking, the pressure in the system will increase and the system’s safety valve may release fluid to 
reduce the pressure. If this occurs, the system’s expansion vessel probably has an incorrect pre-charge 
pressure or too small an expansion volume and needs to be replaced with a larger expansion vessel.
Rule of thumb: The pre-charge pressure should be 70% of the system pressure.
NOTE: The opening pressure of the safety valve should be 30% over the system pressure.

Systems using a pressure maintenance system with compressors or pumps
Systems with pressure maintenance vessels/compressor vessels for expansion may begin to work inter-
mittently with the degasser. i.e. the expansion vessel empties and fills according to TTM NoXygen® F650's 
cycles. If so, you should install a 50 litre TTM Offset equalisation tank adjacent to the pump expansion. 
(See image below.) The reason this occurs is that the set point between opening and the magnetic valve 
and pump operating is too narrow.If so, check the system pressure and system height to ensure the correct 
system pressure is set and then give the set point a larger range.

System pressure and topping up system fluid
As gases are removed from the system fluid, it reduces 
in volume and the system pressure falls. It is therefore 
important to monitor the system pressure and, where 
necessary, to top up with more system fluid. In the case 
of high gas levels and fast degassing mode, the system 
pressure can fall very quickly. An initial inspection is therefore recommended after 24 hours’ operation.

System pressure
System pressure = system height (m) + 5 m.

Example
System height = 5 m + 5 m => 1 bar system pressure

TTM Offset Equaliser vessel

Volume: 50 litres
Art.no: 506430

Expansion  Vessel

Int. 3/4”
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Installation
Pipe connection
TTM NoXygen® is equipped with connections with ½” internal pipe thread.  
Connection is carried out with steel braided hose on the system’s return 
line before pump and heat exchanger.

Connection to the system should always take place on the upper side of 
the pipe unless TTM MAG 76 filter is installed before TTM NoXygen® on 
the incoming pipe. 
The pipe branch to the degasser should be equipped with shut off valves.
The distance between connection points must be at least 300 mm.  
(Image 1 and 2).

Drip tray
The drip tray’s ½” connection is connected to a floor drain (Image 3).

Floor mounting
Adjust the steel screws on TTM NoXygen®’s feet so it stands level. (Image 
4).

Electrical connection
TTM NoXygen® is connected with a plug to unearthed outlet 1-230 V, 50 
Hz. Or alternatively to a fixed earth connection with work switch. Electrical 
facilities should be equipped with residual current devices.

Alarm output
Connection is made to a potential-free alternating contact (Image 5). The 
terminal block is located externally on the right side of TTM NoXygen®. The 
unit can be set to give an alarm if the system pressure is lower than desira-
ble. See “Operation and actions before commissioning”, point 8, page 6.

Technical data
RSK ........................................................... 484 26 30

System pressure standard, total pressure  
in connection point, max............................ 5 bar

Permitted operating temperature ............... -10–70 °C

Ambient temperature ................................. 0 – +40 °C

Permitted fluids:  Water and deionised water
   Propylene/ethylene glycol max. 50 vol%
   Ethanol* less than 30 vol%
   Salt solution Temper T10, T20, T30, T40
   Kilfrost GEO max. 35 vol %
Pressure class ........................................... PN10

Capacity, treated fluid ................................ min. 125 l/h

Connection dim. ........................................ DN 15 int.

Electrical data 1~230 V, 50 Hz, plug

External fuse .............................................. 10 A

Rated power .............................................. 0.75 kW  

Rated current ............................................ 5.0 A

Protection class ......................................... IP44

Alarm output, max. load ............................ 24 V, 1.0 A

Noise level ................................................. 61 dB

Weight ....................................................... 30 kg

*) When degassing ethanol, ensure the premises are well ventilated.

             
              TTM NoXygen® is environmentally approved.

Adjust the steel screws during floor 
mounting.

Image 2.

Image 1.

Image 5.

A

B 

C

NC: A + C (normally closed) during operation
NO: B + C (normally open) during  
operation

TTM
NoXygen®

A (NC) Normal operation

B (NO) Powerless / On alarm

C (Common)

Connection terminal, 
normal operation
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Image 4.

Image 3.

NB!
Existing cables in the connection 
terminal must not be moved or 
disconnected.
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MOVEO MOVEO

Display

MOVEO

MOVEO

Pint
0

 Progv 2.12
    15/05/17

 Progv 2.12  
Tdrift   1

Progv 2.12 
Tmandrift  1d

MOVEO

MOVEO

Progv 2.12 
Tstart  13:00

Progv 2.12 
Dagar kvar 31

MOVEO

Red flashing LED 
indicates an alarm.

Green LED indicates 
that the unit is in 
operation

Enter

TTM NoXygen® 
PROGRV 2.12

Right/left, up/down 
arrows

Use of display buttons
The ENTER button is used to:

-  start and stop TTM NoXygen® (Starta? or Stoppa?
 is shown on the display).

-  confirm the set point (to set the set point, see
 under ARROWS below).

-  go back to the home page on the display. If Starta? or
 Stoppa? is shown on the display when you want to go back  
 to the menu, press any arrow button.

ARROWS

-  simultaneously press the up/down arrows to access  
 the menu to set the set point (Settings on the display).

- press the right or left arrow until the value to be
 changed is shown in the menu.

- simultaneously press up/down arrows again and set the set  
 point using the up or down arrows (values to be changed  
 flash on the display).
- Confirm with ENTER.

Explanation of texts on the display:

Datum   The date in format yy-mm-dd.

Klocka   The time in format hh-mm-ss.

Tstart   The time at which TTM NoXygen® should start  
   maintenance degassing.

Tdrift   How many hours TTM NoXygen® should run for  
   maintenance degassing.

Dagar kvar  How many days are left to maintenance  
   degassing.

Tmandrift   How many months TTM NoXygen® should run  
   until it switches to maintenance degassing.

Factory reset:
• Pull out the plug. In de-energised mode, press the left 
 and down arrows simultaneously while re-inserting the plug.

• Keep holding the buttons until “OFF NOW” appears on the  
 display.

• Release the arrow buttons and remove the plug again.

• Plug TTM NoXygen® in again.

• TTM NoXygen® has now been factory reset.

1. Menu for setting the set point:

2. Search for value to change:                     

3. Menu for changing the set point:

4. Set new set point:  

5. Read set point:

up/down simulta-

up or down 

2x to access to 
the main menu

up/down simulta-
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MOVEO

Progv  2.12 Tstart 
13:00

MOVEO

Progv 2.12 
Tmandrift  1d

5:2

MOVEO

Progv 2.12 
Tmandrift  0d

5:1

Operation and actions 
before commissioning
1. Connect supply and return and open the shut off   
 valves.

2. Connect the plug.

Operation
1. Start TTM NoXygen®.
 Press Enter twice to start TTM NoXygen®. A green 

LED illuminates on the panel. TTM NoXygen® is now 
running, but because it works in cycles it starts with 
a pause of 45 seconds before the pump starts. If no 
other settings are set, TTM NoXygen® will run in fast 
degassing mode for 1 month before automatically 
switching over to maintenance degassing and running 
for 1 hour per day starting at 13.00. (Image 3)

2.  Maintenance degassing
For TTM NoXygen® to enter maintenance degassing 
mode, “Tmandrift” according to image 5:1 must be set 
to 0 days. Otherwise, TTM NoXygen® will run in fast 
degassing mode for the number of days set and then 
switch to maintenance degassing. 
For the choice of desired start and operating time, 
press right arrow until “Tstart” appears on the display 
(Image 4:1). Start times of 09.00-13.00 and 19.00 can 
be selected. The operating time can be set to between 
1 and 8 hours together with the selected start time. 
Press the right arrow until “Tdrift” is shown on the dis-
play. Set how many hours TTM NoXygen® should run in 
maintenance degassing mode. (Images 4:1, 4:2)

3. Continuous operation
Set the operating time for fast degassing mode by 
pressing right arrow on the control panel until “Tman-
drift” appears on the display. Then simultaneously press 
the up and down arrows and set the number of days 
(maximum 90) during which TTM NoXygen® should 
run in fast degassing mode before it switches over to 
maintenance degassing. (Images 5:1, 5:2)

4. When TTM NoXygen® is running
“Pint” will show the internal pressure in TTM NoXygen® 
which varies during operation between a vacuum of 
-0.8 to the current pressure in the system point where 
TTM NoXygen® is installed (Image 5:3). 

MOVEO

Starta?

3

MOVEO

Progv 2.12 Tdrift   1

4:1 4:2

Maintenance:
A general inspection should be carried out at least twice 
a year, during which function and tightness is checked 
Check that a vacuum is created during operation.

MOVEO

5:3

m  Pint  -0,6 1  
Liter    0
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TTM MAG 76 is an effective magnetite trap 
combined with a particle filter. The unit is 
primarily intended to be installed together 
with the TTM NoXygen® degasser, but 
can also be used in applications without 
degassing. 

As the gas level in the system fluid falls, 
magnetite and other deposits are often re-
leased from the system’s inner walls. This 
can lead to wear, including to pumps and 
pipe walls, and can also cause clogging of 
the system. 

We recommend you install TTM MAG 54 
or 76 together withTTM NoXygen®. It is 
particularly important to install TTM MAG 
when it is known that there is magnetite or 
other particles in the system fluid. 

TTM MAG 54 and 76 effectively eliminates 
magnetite and other particles from the 
system fluid, which means:

• Less operational disruption 
Magnetite clogs valves etc. and can 
even mean that wet pumps seize when 
they are switched off. 

• Longer system lifetime 
Magnetite and other particles have a 
grinding effect that causes wear in the 
system. Magnetite is magnetic and is 
drawn to the magnetic fields in pumps, 
where it causes wear on components 
such as shaft seals, often leading to 
leakage. 

• Protects the degasser 
In systems with a high occurrence of 
particles, TTM MAG 76 prevents deteri-
oration of the degassing process due to 
clogging of the degasser.

TTM Offset is an equalisation tank intended 
for use together with TTM NoXygen® 
vacuum degasser in heating, cooling and 
recovery systems that are sensitive to 
pressure variations, such as systems with 
pump expansion.

TTM Offset prevents the system’s pump 
expansion system from creating noise 

 
in the property. It can also contribute to 
longer sustainability in the pump expansion 
system, as it does not switch on as often.

TTM Offset is equipped with a control valve 
used as a shut off and drain valve during 
inspection and adjustment of the pre-
charge pressure in the equalisation tank.

TTM Offset 510  Art.no: 513209

TTM Offset equalisation vessel

Volume: 50 litres

Accessories

Installing the strainer basket 

5. Replace the strainer basket C in the inlet valve. Ensure that the strain-
er basket is fully inserted and level with the valve body.

6. Ensure that the gasket in the protective cover is sitting correctly. 
Screw protective cover B back onto the inlet valve with a spanner. 

7.  Turn the inlet and outlet valve handle  A to the open position.

Dismantling the inlet valve

3. Remove protective cover B from the inlet valve with a spanner.  
 Leave the gasket in the protective cover.

4.  Remove the strainer basket C and clean it and the protective  
 cover with water.

Before starting to clean the inlet valve, check that:

1. the inlet and outlet valve handle  A is in closed position.

2. TTM NoXygen® is switched off or the mains power is off.

B
C

Inlopp UtloppCleaning the inlet valve strainer basket
A

Inlopp Utlopp
A A

A

!            WARNING

If TTM NoXygen® is installed 
in a heating system, hot pressurised 
fluid can leak out when protective  
cover B is unscrewed.  

A

Inlet Outlet

26
1

Ø75
Ø140

41
0

DN15 (1/2”)

DN15 (1/2”)

DN15 (1/2”)
IN

Avtappning

UT

TTM MAG 54 och TTM MAG 76   
 Art.no: 506 188 Art.no: 514 428

100 57

19
0

25
5

Utv. 
DN15 (1/2”)UT

Inv. 
DN15 (1/2”)

 
Ø15 mm
slang-
anslutning 

TTM MAG 54

TTM MAG 76

Inlet Outlet

hose 
connection

External

Internal

Out

Out

Drainage
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Troubleshooting
Problems Cause Action

Green LED not illuminated. TTM NoXygen® not 
switched on 
or is not in operating mode.

Check that TTM NoXygen® is receiving power.

Check that the TTM NoXygen® is in operating mode.
TTM NoXygen® does not start. The system pressure is 

lower than 0.7 bar. 
Increase system pressure to 0.8 bar.

TTM NoXygen® control panel 
not switched on.

TTM NoXygen® lacks 
power supply to the control 
panel.

TTM NoXygen® supply outlet has no power. Replace 
the fuse for supply to TTM NoXygen® (max. 10 A)

Vacuum not created in 
TTM NoXygen®.

Air in the pump.
Flow in the outlet obstruct-
ed.

Filter on the inlet side 
clogged (model with TTM 
MAG 76).

Purge the pump. 
Check that the shut off valves for the inlet and outlet 
are open and that nothing else is blocking the supply 
and return flows to TTM NoXygen®.

Inspect/clean TTM MAG 76 filter on incoming 
pipe.

Need to reset TTM NoXygen® to 
factory settings.

Parameters under Settings 
in the Control Panel are 
incorrectly set. 

1. Switch off power to TTM NoXygen®.
2. When the unit is de-energised, press the left and 
down arrows on
the control panel simultaneously while switching the 
power on again. 
3. Keep the left and down arrows depressed until 
“OFF NOW” appears on the display.
4. Release the arrow keys and switch the power off 
again.
5. Switch the power to TTM NoXygen® on again.
6. TTM NoXygen® has now been factory reset.

The system’s safety valve releas-
es system fluid.

Fault in safety valve.

No free
expansion volume in 
system.

Check the system pressure. Check the safety valve. 
(The opening pressure of the safety valve should 
be 30% over the system pressure.) Install an Offset 
equalisation tank. See instructions on page 2.
TTM NoXygen® requires 6 litres of free expansion 
space. Install an Offset equalisation tank on the pres-
sure maintenance vessel. See instructions on page 2.

The system’s pressure mainte-
nance vesselworks intermittently 
with TTM NoXygen®.

The set point between 
switch on of the magnetic 
valve and pump is too 
narrow on the pressure 
maintenance vessel.

No free 
expansion volume in the 
system.

Increase the set point between the magnetic valve and 
pump operating. 

Install an Offset equalisation tank on the pressure 
maintenance vessel. See instructions on page 2.

TTM NoXygen® is not running de-
spite the time being 13.00-14.00.

Time incorrectly set. To change the time setting, see page 5.
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